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Where Does FX Execution Fit on
Your Enterprise Risk Heat Map?
Introduction
Every company that must comply with regulatory and commercial mandates performs a formal risk assessment annually. This
highly structured process is reviewed by the Board of Directors, especially if those companies are publicly listed, or have
exposure to other compliance sensitive entities, i.e., public or private customers who create compliance requirements because of
their governmental or fiduciary responsibilities.
For most companies, this process involves a large, core group of managers from every sector of those companies’ operations.
The outcome of this risk assessment process is often the delivery of a risk “heat map” that measures individual risks by estimates
of “likelihood/probability” and financial impact to the enterprise. As little as three years ago, the issue of risk associated with
FX execution probably never appeared on any asset manager’s heat map. And even if it did, it did not score highly compared
to other standard risk events like fraud, theft, embezzlement, IT failure, economic downturn or the loss of a large customer, or
multiple customers. Today however, given the enforcement and regulatory developments impacting the FX markets over the last
three years, it would be hard to believe the FX execution does not appear on that heat map. In this issue of ViewPoint, Cürex
will make the case for how this risk exposure can be mitigated since it can no longer be ignored.
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What’s the Risk Anyway?
The FX trades that underpin the activity of any asset manager or other buy side firm have historically existed as mainly an
administration function. The sensitivity around “best execution” was largely ignored because of the FX market’s significant
fragmentation and the absence of either rules or appropriate benchmarks to inform that trading activity. The FX market challenges
were brought under significant scrutiny as a result of the WMR scandal in 2014 and the related fines imposed on certain institutions
related to their sharing of information about customer orders. But the WMR scandal was really just a spark that caused a broader
discussion, not only about the inadequacy of that FX benchmark but also around the question of “who owns the fiduciary
responsibility in an FX trade.”
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The settlements that were signed by the major banks in 2015 answered the question of fiduciary responsibility quite clearly – it
certainly did not belong to the banks. The banks provide a valuable function in the FX marketplace by providing liquidity as
market makers. That role necessitates that they disclose and act strictly in their own interest. The market has fundamentally
understood the banks’ market making role but certain bad actors at those institutions took greater advantage of that role in the
view of various governing bodies. So if the liquidity provider in a trade with an asset manager is not the fiduciary, the
clear owner of that fiduciary responsibility is the asset manager.
So what are the implications of that answer? Since asset managers run client money, often times ERISA funds, they are expected
to act with care on behalf of their clients. In a bilateral FX trade, how could an asset manager be exposed to risk? Potential liability
could be claimed if the asset manager is deemed to be negligent in its trading activities. Since it is clear that the market maker has
no obligation to the customer, how does the asset manager protect itself from being taken advantage of? The eight largest central
banks have already begun a process to enumerate a code of common behavior for all participants in the FX market. MiFID II, a broad
European Union regulatory mandate, is calling for proof of best execution in all trading activities. In the FX marketplace, when a
market maker knows the name of the client, its transaction size and whether it is a buyer or seller, it is highly unlikely that the asset
manager will be able to claim “best execution” with any degree of comfort. That inability creates the fiduciary risk. The liability that
can follow no longer merely relates to the difference between the price attained in a trade versus a better execution, it now exposes
the asset manager to a potential claim of breach of fiduciary duty that can have an impact both financially and on the reputation of
the enterprise. Who wants to face the risk of the potential erosion of millions of dollars of market value, customer defection or
serious fines because of flawed FX executions, the value of which is a fraction of the overall financial impact?

How to Mitigate the Risk
Cürex provides a suite of execution services and data analytics (both pre-trade and post-trade) that protects the asset manager
against claims regarding their FX executions. Here’s what we offer:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anonymous, electronic execution
Multi-contributor and no “last look” liquidity
Instantaneous proof of execution through a TCA tool that can be delivered in real time to compliance departments
Benchmark execution at the audited FTSE Cürex index rate
Unparalleled transparency and fairness since all clients see the same prices and pay the same brokerage fee
Pre-trade analytics that inform the client by using numerous measurements to help them make sound trading decisions

Conclusion
Corporations are compelled to assess risk annually because Murphy’s Law is founded in reality. The most important risks to
mitigate are those with high potential financial exposure that arise from daily activity of low economic value. The fiduciary
exposure to asset managers in the FX marketplace certainly fits that profile.
“View Point” provides Cürex’s insight on relevant topics to institutional users of foreign exchange. Its mission is institutional
FX user benefit and information. Cürex’s goal is to provide fairness, transparency and unparalleled efficiency to the FX
marketplace for the benefit of our partners and customers. Visit us often so we can share our View Points with you.
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